**ASU Tuba and Euphonium Auditions Fall 2019**

(Please refer to the lists below as there are additional printed excerpts included, but not required. This list is the list you should prepare). Please listen to recordings as you prepare the excerpts.

**Tuba – excerpt selections**
Wagner - Ride of the Walkurie
Bruckner - Symphony No. 8
Wagner - Die Meistersinger
King - Melody Shop
Sousa - Stars and Stripes

**Euphonium – excerpt selections**
King - Melody Shop
Chambers - Boys of the Old Brigade
Holst - First Suite in Eb - Chaconne
Holst – Planets - Jupiter
Grainger – Molly on the Shore
c. Wagner - Meistersinger

Wagner: Prelude to Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg

Sehr gehalten
(Molto tenuto)

Jaber sehr markiert
(molto marcato)

allmühlich immer stärker
(poco a poco più di forza)

sehr gebunden
(molto legato)

L'
Excerpt 4 - Movement IV: mm. 3-40
Tuba

Excerpt 5 - Movement IV: [X] to 1 measure after [Z]
Tuba

Bruckner - Symphony No. 8
brass excerpts.com
Wagner: “The Ride of the Valkyries” from Die Walküre

Lebhaft.

Fine.